UTAH SOCCER ALLIANCE SOCCER CLUB

MISSION STATEMENT
Our purpose is to provide every player that desires to play soccer, an appropriate place to
play; to help make the soccer experience fun and enjoyable; to instill the principles of fair
play and sportsmanship; and to offer the best and most committed players a challenging and
rewarding environment where they can achieve their full potential. In doing this, we
remember that the game is for the kids.

TEAM EXPECTATIONS

The Premier Red team consists of committed players with the highest level of skill, as
determined by coaches at tryouts. Premier team players compete at the state and
national levels by attending high-level tournaments that expose the players to college
coaches. Players on the premier teams make soccer training a priority throughout the
entire year. Premier teams require the highest commitment level as State Cup and 1 or
more out-of state tournament travel is expected and attendance is required at all
practices and games.
The White team consists of committed players with high skill levels as determined by
coaches at tryouts. White team players are committed to improve their abilities and
skills and strive to move to the premier level. Players on the white teams make soccer
training a priority throughout the year. They will participate in multiple local
tournaments including State Cup or Presidents Cup and may travel to 1 out of state
tournament per the coach’s decision. Travel is expected and attendance is required at
all practices and games.
The Blue, Gold and Silver teams consist of players with excelled skill levels as
determined by coaches at tryouts. Blue, Gold and Silver team players are ready for a
challenge and are committed to improve their skills as a player to move to a higher
level. The players will train throughout the fall and spring seasons. Some teams may
choose to train during the winter months. Players on the blue, gold and silver teams will
participate in the USA Adidas cup and may participate in other local tournaments for the
experience. Travel is expected and attendance is highly recommended at all practices
and games so the teams may excel and the players will improve.

